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With a consistency in presentation and an innovative set of learning aids, Corporate Finance, Canadian Edition, simultaneously
meets the needs of both future financial managers and non-financial managers. This textbook truly shows every student how to
“think finance.”
Valuation as the Unifying Framework
This book presents corporate finance as an application of a subset
of simple, powerful ideas. The first is that valuation drives decision
making—the firm should take projects for which the value of the benefits
exceeds the value of the costs. The second is that in a competitive
market, market prices (rather than individual preferences) determine
values. The combination of these two ideas is what we call the Valuation
Principle, and from it we establish all of the key ideas in corporate finance,
including the NPV rule, security pricing, the relation between risk and
return, and the tradeoffs associated with capital structure and payout
policies.
Emphasis on Application
Applying the Valuation Principle provides skills to make the types of
comparisons— among loan options, investments, and projects—that
will turn students into knowledgeable, confident financial consumers
and managers. When students see how to apply finance to their personal
lives and future careers, they grasp that finance is more than abstract,
mathematically based concepts.
Reinforcement of the Basic Tools
Chapter 3 briefly introduces the time value of money for single-period
investments as a critical component of the Valuation Principle. Chapter
4 then focuses on the time value of money for cash flows lasting several
periods. Finally, Chapter 5 demonstrates how interest rates are quoted
and determined.
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Focus on Capital Budgeting
The capital budgeting decision is one of the most important decisions in
corporate finance. We emphasize it early in the textbook, by introducing
the NPV rule in Chapter 3 to weigh the costs and benefits of a decision.
This early introduction to capital budgeting allows us to present the idea
of the cost of capital conceptually, which then motivates the risk and
return coverage.
New Ideas
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance carefully balances the latest advancements in research and practice with thorough coverage of core finance
topics. Innovations that distinguish this textbook include the following:
•
Chapter 9 on stock valuation values a firm’s equity by considering its
future dividends, free cash flows, or how its value compares to that of
similar, publicly traded companies.
•
Chapter 16 on payout policy examines the role of asymmetric information between managers and investors and how payout decisions
may signal this information.
•
Chapter 17 distinguishes between sustainable and value-increasing
growth with a focus on determining whether “growth” will increase or
decrease the value of the firm.
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MyFinanceLab for Fundamentals of Corporate Finance creates learning experiences that are truly personalized and continuously
adaptive. MyFinanceLab reacts to how students are actually performing, offering data-driven guidance that helps them better absorb
course material and understand difficult conceptsâ€“resulting in better performance in the course.Â Hereâ€™s how: Improve Results
with MyFinanceLab: MyFinanceLab delivers proven results in helping students succeed and provides engaging experiences that
personalize learning. Help Students Review and Apply Concepts: Examples and exercises help students practice and connect to realworld decisions being made today in todayâ€™s firms and policy debates. Fundamentals of corporate finance, 2nd Canadian edition. By
Jonathan Berk, Peter DeMarzo, Jarrad Harford, David Strangeland, & Andras Marosi. Used for Finance courses at Ryerson.Â I'm
selling the Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, 2nd Canadian edition with the MyFinanceLab code, looseleaf edition in brand new
condition. I'll get a new binder for u :) Other textbooks for sale: Favourite.

Textbook solutions for Fundamentals Of Corporate Finance, Second Canadianâ€¦ 2nd Edition Peter DeMarzo and others in this series.
View step-by-step homework solutions for your homework. Ask our subject experts for help answering any of your homework
questions!Â Fundamentals of Corporate Finance Plus MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package. 3 Edition. ISBN:
9780133576870. Fundamentals of Corporate Finance (3rd Edition) (Pearson Series in Finance). 3 Edition. ISBN: 9780133507676.Â
Fundamentals Of Corporate Finance--custom Edition For Boston University. 3 Edition. ISBN: 9781323785140. Unlike static PDF
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance with MyFinanceLab, Global Edition solution manuals or printed answer keys, our experts show you
how to solve each problem step-by-step. No need to wait for office hours or assignments to be graded to find out where you took a
wrong turn. You can check your reasoning as you tackle a problem using our interactive solutions viewer.Â Our interactive player
makes it easy to find solutions to Fundamentals of Corporate Finance with MyFinanceLab, Global Edition problems you're working on just go to the chapter for your book. Hit a particularly tricky question? Bookmark it to easily review again before an exam.

Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, Sixth Edition, Alternate Edition. Front Matter Preface. I. Overview of Corporate Finance 1.
Introduction to Corporate Finance 2. Financial Statements, Taxes, and Cash Flow.Â As with the previous edition of the book, we are
offering a Standard Edition with 22 chapters and an Alternate Edition with 26 chapters. Considers the goals of the corporation, the
corporate form of organization, the agency problem, and, briefly, financial markets. Succinctly discusses cash flow versus accounting
income, market value versus book value, taxes, and a review of financial statements. Start by marking â€œFundamentals of Corporate
Finance [with MyFinanceLab & eText Access Card]â€ as Want to Read: Want to Read savingâ€¦ Want to Read. Currently Reading.
Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover. Want to Read savingâ€¦Â Paperback, Canadian Edition, 888 pages. Published January 20th 2012
by Pearson Canada (first published May 1st 2011). More Details ISBN.Â Start your review of Fundamentals of Corporate Finance [with
MyFinanceLab & eText Access Card]. Write a review. May 07, 2020 H.W. Hoyt added it Â· review of another edition. I read selections of
this for a financial economics class. flag Like Â· see review. Nov 25, 2016 Arzaq Al-najjar rated it it was amazing Â· review of another
edition. Shelves: business-and-administration. Fundamentals Of Corporate Finance, Second Canadian Edition Plus Myfinancelab With
Pearson Etextâ€¦ [Jonathan Berk, Peter Demarzo, Jarrad Harford] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Fundamentals Of Corporate Finance, Second Canadian Edition Plus Myfinancelab With Pearson Etextâ€¦Â Just two months after
buying this book, I am now sitting on a yacht just off Florida because of the millions of dollars I have made using the fundamentals of
corporate finance. Before buying this book, I was a live at home student lost with no purpose in life. This book could change your life if
you apply correctly your knowledge to the real world.

